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completing areas into which I had only made a start made only a start

and getting it the material into proper shape (repeat?) is the primary

task to which the Lord desires me to devote as much energy as I possibly can

during the remainder of my life. I believe that this should have absolute
not it to be interrupted by anything that can be avoided

priority and that I should/ala allow anything to interrupt it that I can help
greatly

During the years I have/enjoyed lecturing. I have also found and

still find it most tedious to try to put materials into good written form
or voice

where, without the benefit of gesture, facial expuession,/emphaais, the idea

can clearly come through in cold print. I find this writing very a tedious (]nd)

and exhausting. It has always been far more pleasant for me to stand up and talk.

Yet, as I listen to the tapes I wonder how much good they would actually give

anyone others unless who did not have the opportunity of sitting and

watching the fa various thaings that -uw enter into a lecture and the
conveying

v which very often play a great part in carrying the meaning. I am
accomplish

praying that God will give me time and energy to make a considerable (noun here?)

in relation to this task. I believe I have enough material in hand to spend

fifty years working at my present as hard as I am able to at present

with getting developing the insights God has given me and putting them

into decant shape for publication. I of course have no reason to think that

God will give me that much time,and therefore feel that I have an important

task of selection that should be performed rather as soon as possible and

after I complete the present task on the prophecies of Daiiel.
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